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OUR STORY SO FAR
THE JOURNEY
What started as a small step in providing relief and rehabilitation for the victims of the
Delhi Pogrom 2020, soon expanded into not just providing a digniﬁed source of
livelihood to the victim families but also an access to a quality education and healthcare.
The journey of Miles2Smile Foundation has so far been a roller coaster ride to us all. We
will try to restore every single precious smile even if we have to cover all the miles for it.

OUR MISSION
There exist solely a single curve that sets everything straight-"Smile". The most
important thing which helps us move on and forget our scars after something disastrous
has happened, is internal joy which ultimately brings smile on the face. Smiles are truly
precious. Mother Teresa once said, “Peace begins with a smile. Smile ﬁve times a day at
someone you really don’t want to smile at; do it for peace”. A smile is not a superﬁcial
gesture that starts and ends on the face; it comes from the heart and touches the heart
of the recipient. Love and peace can work wonders. When there is love and compassion,
there is no room for hatred. Today, people ﬁght with each other to prove their superiority.
If, instead of promoting hatred for each other, we would have made this mantra of our
lives, the world would be a better and a happier place to be in. Smiling is powerful. It can
change millions of lives for the better. In past few days the countrymen have forgotten to
smile since it has been troubled with plethora of issues. Be it poverty, illiteracy,
malnourishment, healthcare issues or troubles related to communal violence, they all
have taken away the smile. In these troubled hours, our role either as an individual or as
a collection of consciousness becomes ever imperative. We work on two lines. “We are
ready to cover all the miles to restore a single smile” and when we do so, “we will Build
Back Better”.
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53
Families were provided relief
and rehabilitation assistance
including fans, folding beds,
rations, clothes, medicines and
other household items
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ROHINGYA RELIEF WORK

135
kids would soon be provided a
quality education including Urdu,
Arabic, Islamiyat , English, Hindi ,
Science, Maths etc
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EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANCE
TO ROHINGYA KIDS

2470

Number of

books that were

collected in the book donation
drive. These books would be used
in the Library of the relief school
for the Delhi pogrom victim kids
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Book Donation
Drive

202
kids from the victim families of
Delhi Pogrom 2020 are getting a
quality education at a relief school
that was dedicatedly opened for
them.
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RELIEF SCHOOL FOR DELHI

POGROM VICTIMS

25

Girls from the pogrom aﬀected
area of Shiv Vihar were given 3
months Certiﬁcate course on
"Nursing and Patient Care" creating
new opportunities towards their
empowerment
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SKILL BASED TRAINING FOR

POGROM VICTIMS
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